MATHS

Outstanding Maths Lessons at
Key Stages 2 and 3
National Standards in Maths recommend ‘applications

sparkle to your classroom practice.

beyond what has just been taught, familiar and unfamiliar

The aims of the course are to:

problems in a range of contexts and activities that develop

• Examine recommended best practice in

deductive reasoning’.
We would all agree with that as an ideal diet, but

maths teaching
• Work through maths activities based on

sometimes that ideal can become blurred in the round of
syllabus chasing.

various curriculum areas
• Consider how those activities might be

This course is designed to examine recommendations for
good practice from OfSTED and other sources and then
put those recommendations into practice with a range of
tried-and-tested activities that are ready to add extra

developed to suit different age and ability
groups
Who should attend?
Maths teachers in upper KS2 and in KS3.

Programme
09:30

Arrival, registration and coffee

10:00

Welcome & introduction
Good advice

starters?
12:45
13:45

• Comments and quotes from various

• Do you see algebra as terms to be

sources on what constitutes ideal maths

collected and equations to be solved?

teaching: A guide to our subsequent work

Or as patterns to be investigated and

today
10:30

games to be played?

Thinking it through

• If you chose option 2, this is the

• A selection of mental maths activities,
ideal to use a lessons starters or closers
11:15
11:30

Restaurant Lunch
Adorable algebra

14:45

Coffee break
Crunching prohibited

• Well, maybe not running, but we’ll end
the day with shape-and-space
activities that have a strong practical

• Number work is easily used-and-abused,

content.

sometimes even relegated to being a
time-filler. But not in this session – what
about numerical mind-reading, for

session for you.
Running with scissors

15:45

• Are you ready for the hexaflexagon?
Evaluation and close of course

About the tutor
John Eden is an experienced teacher
and now a freelance maths consultant
working with schools and teacher
groups in the UK and abroad. After a
long teaching career he became an
advisory teacher for Birmingham LA
and during that time was seconded to
the DfE as Midlands Co-ordinator of
the national Raising Achievement in
Mathematics Project. Since leaving
Birmingham he has acted in an advisory capacity to local
education authorities nationwide and has been
consultant mathematics inspector for Solihull LA.

Mike Buckett, The
Pilgrims School, Hants

He combines in-service work with writing and his
books, classroom materials and apparatus are
promoted by LAs and commercial publishers. Most
recent publications include books for the Collins
Pathways primary reading scheme Moving On Up, a
file of sample KS2/KS3 three-part innumeracy
lessons for Birmingham LA and a series of KS2/KS3
Sharebooks for the DfE-sponsored Share
(NationalFamily Learning Project).
John believes strongly in remaining a practitioner
and still takes the opportunity to teach real children
in real classrooms.

98% of the people attending our courses in the 2010-11 academic year said they would recommend
them to a friend. Full Money Back Guarantee on all our events.
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